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The control of multiple mobile agents has applications in agriculture, data collection, and
space engineering. We investigate the effects of time-delay (τ ) and symmetrically assigned phase
lags (ψ) in a first-order model of particles with coupled-oscillator dynamics aiming at circular
symmetric formations under all-to-all interaction [1, 2]. For τ = 0 and ψ = 0, the standard
dynamics is composed of agents developing circular trajectories and grouping into M clusters,
with the same number of participants, symmetrically positioned along the trajectory [3], with M
being a parameter.
We first investigate the system without phase lags. The time-delay represents either an internal
processing time or the signal propagation time between agents. For small time-delay (τ < τc ), the
formations remain the same as for τ = 0, and the larger the M is the smaller τc becomes. This
means that a system with only a few clusters is more robust to time-delay than another with many
clusters.
Above the threshold τc , the clusters reappear stably when τ comes close to the resonance with
the agents rotation period. Between the resonances, there are different symmetric configurations
with the number of clusters less than or equal to M .
The second part of the work considers already formed clusters as the initial condition. We
then add a phase lag (ψ) to the dynamics of agents within the same cluster and another phase lag
with the opposite sign (−ψ) to the neighboring clusters. Tests are conducted with configurations
of even clusters to ensure that the same number of agents receive ψ and −ψ. Depending on the
intensity |ψ|, either incoherent or alternative symmetric arrangements emerge. The incoherent
part is characterized by intermediate values of the Kuramoto m-th order parameters, neither close
to zero nor one. The particles move in circles, but without any organized pattern. On the other
hand, the alternative symmetric arrangements correspond to other symmetric cluster formations
or clusters with different spacing between each other. This last possibility is not observed in the
original system or with the time-delays alone.
The resulting formations are sometimes classified as incoherent, but when one evaluates the
order parameters of each of the two groups (the agents with ψ and those with −ψ) separately, they
sometimes present well-defined clusters themselves.
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In summary, the time-delay and phase lags play the role of effective control parameters that
allow to create new stable formations of mobile agents with various degrees of symmetry and
coherence.
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